
Only God has the right to create/end life (Job 1)
humans ‘playing God’ always mess up
Humans are special, made a bit like God (Gen 1)
Thou Shalt Not  Kill (Ex 10)
God cares for humans before they are born too ( Ps 139)
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massive potential benefits for humankind;the majority of people think embryo research is 
morally okay
each individual must decide when an embryo becomes ‘valuable’
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before 14 days the embryo is only a collection of cells-‘speculative’ chance of pregnancy
‘primitive streak’ develops at about 14 days
‘unnatural’ type arguments falter as almost all medical procedures could be described as this
the success rate must be improved (by further research)
‘slippery slope’ is blocked by the 14-day clause
the HFEA inspections have effectively prevented abuses in UK
Anyone publishing research that has broken law would be prosecuted

Therapeutic Cloning
know the process - SCNT

what are stem cells - what can they do?

the state of play today:
in 2001 the HFEA legalised therapeutic cloning
it is okay to clone humans
but embryos must be destroyed after 14 days
5 (10) years freezing limit
embryos created by means other than fertilisation 
cannot be implanted to a woman (allows ivf)
prosecutions and sentences
revoking licenses

doctors interfere with nature all the time; could 
this just be another sort of medicine?

big question is when does a 
developing human embryo deserve to 
be treated as having some moral 
worth?
at some point it must change from a 
collection of cells to a ‘person’?

potential to cure cancer, Alzheimer's, burns etc...

shortage of organs solved, no rejection as ‘your’ 
organ; utilitarian calculations

slippery slope - reproductive cloning?

potential of genetic ‘mistakes; dolly died young
messing with nature - some people should die

massive costs when people are starving
if embryos are persons?

same technique but BIG difference
cloned embryo is implanted to a womb 
this is currently illegal in every country in 
the world
Reproductive Cloning Bill (2001):
it is an offense to: “[place] in a woman a 
human embryo that has been created 
otherwise than by fertilisation”
up to 10 years in prison
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replacement siblings? clone kids for childless?
infertile or gay couples could have a cloned child
copies of tragically dead children
clones as servants, dangerous jobs
designer babies? even eternal life?
issues of personhood - ‘born to save’ siblings
‘playing God’ - horrible genetic mistakes
rich/poor divide - lots of eggs needed (harvest?

when does life begin?
when does it become human?

when does it deserve moral rights...

“consciousness penetrates a being at the very moment of conception” Dalai Lama (so human)
All living things are caught in samsara
Being born in human form is rare and precious
Kammic cycle should not be manipulated or tampered with

life begins at 
conception - should 
be protected.
Gene therapy is 
acceptable when 
medically beneficial

C of S:

an embryo is only a collection of cells, so no rights -only a person can be given rights
if the use of embryos will benefit people then it is good; genetic selection is already happening (amniotic fluid)
If we have the ability to bring greater happiness we should do it
individuals should be allowed to choose, it is a private matter with no negative consequences
we have no reason to believe that there will be any negative/medical issues we should take the gamble
human genetic engineering might lead to a loss of diversity in the gene pool (BIG bad consequence)



EXTENDED ANSWER
a world where ‘using’ embryos is commonplace

reproductive cloning, 
like in The Island

genetic selection 
like in Gattaca

producing slaves 
like in The Animatrix

What would the world be like?
Would you want to live there?
Would it be a happy place?

And most importantly, Why do you think what you think?


